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A B S T R A C T

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles were first introduced almost 40 years ago and their applications have increased and
diversified substantially since then, in both commercial and private use. One of the UAVs main issues when it
comes to mobility is that the power sources available are inadequate, this highlights an area for improvement as
the interest in drones is on the increase. There exist many different types of power supplies applied to UAVs,
however each has their own limitations and strengths that pertain to weight contributions, charging and dis-
charging times, size, payload capabilities, energy density and power density. The aim of this paper is to review the
main power sources available for UAVs, determine their shortfalls, compare the power sources with each other
and offer suggestions as to how they can be improved – hence identifying where the gap lies for developing better
alternative power sources.
1. Introduction

As the world becomes more reliant on technology, the requirement
for autonomous and more mechanized operations, that remove the pos-
sibility of human error, is also increasing [1]. Operations involving visual
condition inspections, in areas inaccessible by humans, necessitate
stealth, safety considerations and viability, which in turn requires that
the object used for such a purpose be quiet and small [2]. Autonomous
motorized vehicles offer these characteristics, however, they are limited
with regard to mobility as they require a surface to operate on and such
surfaces are often unavailable. This brings in the added requirement of a
vehicle that does not require an operating surface, one that is aloft,
shifting the focus to unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

UAVs can be relatively small, very mobile and quiet, with the top of
the line ranges tending to be less affected by external influences such as
wind direction or speed changes. On top of all these benefits they also
have a wide range of applications; however, the smaller UAVs do not
solve the mechanization issue fully as they have one predominant flaw,
the power supply is inadequate [3]. The larger drones, such as those
predominantly used in military applications, offer the advantage of
(A. Townsend).
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adequate (and in many cases more than adequate) power supplies,
however this advantage makes them much larger, less mobile and quite
noisy. The aspect of an adequate power supply is imperative as it leads to
a long flight endurance, it is also important that the drone be very mobile
and minimally affected by the surrounding environment [4].

In recent years the requirement for UAVs in different areas of appli-
cation, whether commercial, recreational or public, has increased
tenfold, currently this demand is mainly consumed by military use but it
is expected to exponentially shift to more of the recreational and public
use [5, 6]. One major application is in the use of criminal, theft and
poaching surveillance [7]. There is also a very big market for the use
thereof for scientific monitoring purposes (water sampling, landslides
and volcanic activity) as well as for transmission line surveillance [8, 9,
10, 11].

Combustion engines currently remain one of the favored power
supplies for most military and commercial UAVs, however, electrical
systems offer a higher efficacy and tend to be more reliable, with the
added benefit of having low to no greenhouse gas emissions and low
noise [2]. This is why electrical systems for UAV applications are
becoming more prevalent. The field of electrical systems extends to
tober 2020
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batteries, fuel cells (FCs) and solar power, amongst others, these systems
will be further discussed in the paper. All of the mentioned electrical
systems utilize a battery (generally to increase the energy density of the
system during peak energy requirements), however, batteries do not offer
an energy density much higher than that of the main power source, as
they have high power densities but low energy densities. Therefore, the
addition of the battery can increase the endurance of the system and its
peak power capabilities, but it does not increase them to the desired point
and therefore still drains both of the power supplies during these in-
stances considerably, still limiting the flight pattern of the system.

Ever since drones have come into the picture many creators have been
assessing and re-evaluating the efficiency thereof and more specifically
the options to increase the flight time [12, 13]. Two main options exist,
change the power source in a way that increases the capacity thereof or
refuel the power source sporadically [14]. The latter option requires an
external refueling station. This in itself presents more limitations: the
drone will be required to land periodically and refuel – decreasing actual
usable flight time; the stations will be required along the flight path –

limiting the path, decreasing mobility and increasing complexity; finally,
this method increases overall costs unnecessarily.

The first mentioned option has many more possibilities that can be
much simpler and more cost effective than the last, such as: increasing
the capacity of the power source by replacing it with a larger one (or a
different type of power source) or combining the existing power source
with another to exploit the benefits of the combination. All of the options
[15] have their advantages and disadvantages and these will further be
discussed in this paper. This paper will briefly discuss the three main
types of drones, giving more detail about their main power sources and
the shortcomings thereof, focusing on possible solutions in the form of
hybrid systems and how they can affect each drone type.

2. Types of UAVs

Before the different power sources are discussed, the two main types
of UAVs (shown in Figure 1) will be briefly discussed. There are twomain
types of UAVs, rotary-wing types and fixed-wing types. The former
consists of a body that travels using multiple rotors and the latter has the
look of a general aircraft having a fixed wing on either side of the body.

The rotor-craft types tend to be more popular since they can take-off
and land vertically, thus not requiring a launcher or runway, they can
hover and are very agile making them best suited for more precision
maneuverability applications. However, these types of UAVs require
more mechanical and electronic complexity leading to more complicated
maintenance, decreasing operational time and increasing costs. Rotary-
wing types also have the disadvantage of smaller load capabilities,
increasing power requirements, decreasing operational duration and
increasing costs even further.

Fixed-wing types have the advantage of a much simpler structure,
compared to rotary types, allowing for simpler maintenance and more
efficient aerodynamics, decreasing operational costs and increasing flight
time. The fixed wings also give the craft a natural gliding ability,
decreasing power consumption, while the aircraft itself can carry larger
Figure 1. Drone types. Above (a), fixed wing
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loads for longer distances using less power, once again decreasing costs
and increasing efficiency. The disadvantages of this type include the
necessity of a runway or launching device for takeoff and landing, they
need to be in a constant forward motion and can thus not hover as a
rotary type can and they tend to be much larger and bulkier in com-
parison. These all decrease the maneuverability of the UAV [16].

Amongst all the rotary- and fixed-wing drones exists a unique type of
drone that combines both drone types. As a combination it provides the
stability and maneuverability of a rotary-wing drone with the long flight
range of a fixed-wing drone. Furthermore, no runway or additional
equipment is required for take-off, [17]. An example of the combination
drone can be seen in Figure 2. All three types have respective applications
suited to their advantages and disadvantages and there also exists many
different power sources used in these drones.

3. UAV power sources

There are many different power sources available on the market, such
as batteries, solar power, FCs, combustion engines, etc., most of which
can be applied to drones. Over the years some of these power sources
have been disregarded as they have more disadvantages than advantages
regarding the specific application, some of these include having a too
large weight or size, being restricted to specific movements or simply not
having a large enough energy density. Most power sources are defined
using their respective energy- and power densities.

The power density refers to the amount of power the source can
provide at a specific instance, whereas the energy density refers to the
energy that can be stored within the source, therefore how long that
amount of power can be delivered. With reference to the Ragone plot
from [18] super capacitors (SCs) have a large power density (80–75 000
W/kg) but a small energy density (0.09–0.10 Wh/kg), allowing them to
be able to provide a large amount of power but for a short period of time.
FCs have a large energy density (200–3 000 Wh/kg) but a low power
density (1.5–20 W/kg), thus allowing them to provide an average (low)
amount of power for an extended period of time. Li-ion capacitors fall in
the middle providing a comparably large amount of power (power den-
sity, 1 000–55 000 W/kg) over an arguably long period of time (energy
density, 18–350 Wh/kg) [18].

In order to determine the shortcomings of the different UAVs avail-
able on the market some more in-depth research into the different power
sources is required. This section will mainly focus on the main types of
power sources used in drone applications.

3.1. Batteries

There are many different types of batteries used onboard UAVs, each
of which has its respective advantages and disadvantages. The types
include: Lead acid (Pb-acid), Nickel cadmium (NiCad), Nickel Metal
Hydride (NiMH), Alkaline, Lithium Polymer (Li-Po), Lithium Ion (Li-ion),
Zinc Oxide (Zn-O2), Lithium-air (Li-air) and Lithium-Thionyl-chloride
(Li-SOCl2) [19]. The most common batteries for drones are Li-Po and
Li-Ion. Li-SOCl2 – batteries have two times higher energy density per kg
drone, and above (b), rotary-wing drone.



Figure 2. Transition type drone.
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compared to the aforementioned and Li-air batteries can be up to seven
times higher, however, they are unfortunately not so widely available
and are much more expensive than Li-Po and Li-ion. Another variation of
Li-batteries, Lithium sulphur (Li-S), also offer a higher density compared
to Li-ion at a reduced cost making them the obvious choice to replace
Li-ion batteries in the near future.

The most suitable type of battery is determined by comparing the
power density, energy density, weight, volume, cycle life, cost, safety and
maintenance (to name a few criteria) of the different options. Each of the
criteria affect different aspects of the drone, power density affects the
acceleration capabilities, energy density determines the range, cycle life
determines how often the battery will need to be replaced, weight and
volume affect the range of the system and cost affects availability [20].
Pb-acid, NiMH and Li-ion batteries are the most popular for electric ve-
hicles (EV) applications as they are capable of meeting the requirements
of EVs.

Li-ion batteries are able to deliver high energy and power per unit of
battery mass; they are also lighter and more compact than the other
rechargeable batteries. Other advantages include high energy efficiency,
no memory effects and a comparably long cycle life. The one major
shortcoming of these batteries is the cost which is significantly more than
the other two [21].

Li-air batteries could cause a significant increase in the range of EVs as
they have a very high energy density, almost comparable to that of
gasoline. They can hold 5–10 times the energy of a Li-ion battery, with
the same weight, or twice the energy for the same volume. For com-
parison they have an estimated energy density of around 2000–3500
Wh/kg, which is much higher than any other known battery. A small
lithium-air battery has already been designed with a 600 mAh/g density
compared to the 100–150 mAh/g density of a Li-ion battery of the same
size [22, 23]. Amongst all of these advantages lie a few disadvantages, a
Table 1. Comparison of different characteristics of different battery types (combined

Battery Type

Pb-acid NiMH Li-ion NiCad

Nominal cell voltage (V) 2.1 1.2 3.6–3.85 1.2

Energy density (Wh/kg) 30–40 60–120 100–265 40–60

Power density (W/kg) 180 250–1000 250–340 150

Cycle life <350 180–2000 400–1200 2000

Charge/Discharge efficiency (%) 50–95 66–92 80–90 70–90

Self-discharge rate (%) 3–20 13.9–70.6 0.35–2.5 10

Rating 12 V 12 V 3.6 V 12 V

2 Ah 2 Ah 2 Ah 1.8 Ah

Costs (US$/Wh)* 0.6975 0.8546 0.9361 2.6778

TRL** 9 9 9 9

* Available for purchase on 18/05/2020 [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34], relative f
** Technology Readiness Level, [35].
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rechargeable version of this battery presents a challenge as they have a
very limited number of recharge/discharge cycles, they have a very slow
recharge rate and they are extremely dangerous if water vapor is present
in the oxygen, as lithium reacts violently with this.

Table 1, below, compares the energy-/power -densities and usable life
of the mentioned battery types. For cost comparisons between the
different types to be relevant it is necessary to choose a reference point,
chosen as the capacity of the battery, namely: 2 Ah. Due to availability
the closest values to this chosen value were used and in the case of the Zn-
O2 battery, the largest value was used. The sites where the respective
battery-ratings where obtained are referenced below the table.

Li-Po batteries are preferred over most other batteries in portable
devices and electric transportation (EV and their hybrid counterparts)
due to their superior energy density, power-to-energy balance and long
cycle life [20, 24, 25].

The main advantages of battery powered drones relate to being
capable of charging almost anywhere, transported generally without
limitations and easily recharged by simply replacing the battery pack.
The disadvantages include small amounts of recharge cycles and
comparably low energy densities.

3.2. Hydrogen FCs

As renewable fuel vehicles become more popular, alternative power
sources to batteries are being investigated, one of which has to do with
FCs. FCs can be divided into different categories, i.e., Proton Exchange
Membrane (PEM) FC (also known as Polymer electrolyte fuel cell [36]),
Phosphoric Acid FC (PAFC), Solid Acid FC (SAFC), Alkaline FC (AFC),
High temperature FC (HTFC) and Electric storage FC (ESFC).

A PEMFC operates in a similar manner to that of a battery, there are
two electrodes, an anode and a cathode, separated via a membrane and
from [20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]).

Alkaline Li-Po Zn-O2 Li-air Li-SOCl2

1.3–1.5 2.7–3 1.45–1.65 2.91 3.5

85–190 100–265 442 11 140 500–700

50 245–430 100 11 400 18

NA, non-rechargeable 500 100 700 NA

45–85 90 60–70 93 6–94

<0.30 0.3 0.17 1–2 0.08

1.5 V 3.7 V 1.4 V N/A 3.6 V

2.2 Ah 2 Ah 300 mAh 2.2 Ah

1.6727 2.3095 0.3095 N/A 0.5492

9 9 9 6 9

or comparison.
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connected using an electrolyte. A fuel is supplied to the anode and an
oxidant to the cathode, which then reacts with the electrolyte as well as
with each other causing electrons to flow in the external circuit from the
one electrode to the other inducing a voltage. This chemical process
produces two types of byproducts, one from the fuel and one from the
oxidant. A hydrogen FC has a fuel of hydrogen and oxidant of air, thus
producing water and air as byproducts. These FCs have an energy density
of up to 150 times that of a Li-Po battery. In recent advancements a hand-
launchable fixed-wing UAV has been developed that is capable of a 10 h
flight with a distance of 500 km. Another drone design uses the hollow
structure of its body to store hydrogen instead of air allowing the elim-
ination of the weight contributed by the usual storage of the hydrogen
[37]. For the implementation of hydrogen FCs in vehicles the FCs are
required to have a high power density, rapid response to loads and a
hydrogen supply infrastructure. PAFCs use hydrogen as the fuel and
liquid phosphoric acid is the electrolyte [38]. This FC has a few draw-
backs including: the phosphate ion being absorbed at the catalyst surface
hindering the electrochemical reaction, an acid loss when operated at
high temperatures for extended periods of time, the platinum catalyst
particles migrating and forming larger particles on the electrode reducing
the active surface thereof and at high voltages a gradual carbon corrosion
becomes present [39].

SAFCs utilize a solid acidic material as the electrolyte. Solid acids are
chemical intermediates between salts and acids, at low temperatures they
act like salts, while at higher temperatures they undergo a phase tran-
sition to act like acids. This increases conductivity and allows for
increased efficacy of the FC. The electrolyte of the PEMFC is a water-
based acidic polymer membrane (constantly in the liquid state)
whereas the SAFC has an acid that transitions from solid to liquid when
required. This type of FC can function using hydrogen gas obtained from
a variety of different fuels, increasing their areas of application [40, 41].

AFCs are one of the first developed FC technologies and have a liquid
potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution as electrolyte [42]. This FC is ad-
vantageous as it has a high efficiency, lower costs and a simple structure,
however their shortfalls include quite a short operating life due to the
KOH eroding the FC parts and purified oxygen is required in the system as
it is very intolerant to carbon dioxide [42].

HTFCs have two main types, Solid oxide FCs (SOFC) and Molten
carbonate FCs (MCFC). The former uses a solid ceramic inorganic oxide
as the electrolyte [43]. The latter uses a mixture of molten potassium and
lithium carbonate as the electrolyte [44], but is irrelevant to the use in
UAVs andwill not be further discussed. SOFCs are not limited to themore
common flat shape and are often in the shape of a rolled tube, they only
operate at high temperatures allowing for the use of more inexpensive
catalysts and can be run on a variety of fuels, without the need of puri-
fication [45]. The final FC is the ESFC which is a conventional battery
that includes the use of hydrogen and oxygen as alternative inputs for
charging the battery.

PEMFCs require relatively low operating temperatures while main-
taining high efficiency, power density and rapid response to load
changes, which makes them the preferred variation for EVs or other
applications requiring a light weight power source that is small in size
[46, 47, 48, 49]. FCs used onboard drones contain a buffer (Li-Po) battery
that is used to supplement the power when peak power is required. This
allows the FC to have a longer usage time per flight as it isn't drained
during the peak power instances. However, these batteries cause the
system to be heavier and decrease the life of the aircraft as batteries have
a limited cycle life. This cycle life is less than that of the FC. Another issue
is that the FC constantly recharges the battery once it is depleted below
its optimal voltage, which then decreases the overall range of the FC.

Advantages of FCs on drones include no direct pollution, no sound,
large energy density and an almost instant recharge. Disadvantages are
related to the size being significantly larger than conventional battery-
powered drones, operating costs are dependent on the availability of
hydrogen gas [50] and the size of the hydrogen gas tank limits the build
of the drone. The hydrogen tank needs to be taken into consideration
4

when balancing the drone keeping in mind that the weight decreases as
the tank empties.
3.3. Combustion engine

Both petrol and diesel engines fall under the term combustion engines
and consist of relatively the same components, an engine block con-
taining (amongst others) a combustion chamber, pistons, fuel injectors,
and an intake and exhaust valve. A two stroke engine, the most
commonly used combustion engine, consists of two strokes and four
stages, intake, compression, power and exhaust. One of the main dif-
ferences between petrol and diesel engines is that the former have spark
plugs, whereas the latter do not require this due to diesel self-igniting
when under extreme pressure. Diesel engines sometimes require a glow
plug to heat up the diesel before it enters the chamber as diesel engines
can have complications when starting in cold weather. Other differences
include petrol engines having a faster rotational speed compared to diesel
as they have lighter pistons, connecting rods and crankshaft (lower
compression ratios) and due to petrol igniting easier than diesel. How-
ever, petrol engines have lower efficiency than diesel engines; this in-
cludes thermal efficiency [51].

Kerosene, Methanol, Ethanol and LPG Propane are all variations of
the petrol-powered solutions available and some of them have a
remarkable performance, one performance of a gasoline-powered fixed
wing UAV being more than 20-hours with one full tank of gasoline [51].
The weight of the drone is continuously decreased in flight due to the
weight of the fuel decreasing, therefore increasing the range. Diesel en-
gines have the highest effective efficiency of all the combustion engines,
they can also operate on a variety of fuels, some of which have higher
energy densities and are safer for the environment and the external
system requires lower voltages allowing for better environmental
adaptability [52, 53]. Diesel engines are in general more robust than
petrol engines but this also leads them to be heavier and bulkier which is
counterproductive when used onboard a drone.

The advantages of combustion engine drones comprise of longer
flight times, robustness, small, light-weight and having a good specific
fuel consumption. The disadvantages comprise of being heavier
compared to battery-powered drones and require more complex main-
tenance [54].
3.4. Solar power

The conversion of sunlight into electricity is most commonly done by
converting light into electric current through the photovoltaic (PV) ef-
fect. This current is then either directly used or stored in a battery and the
battery provides power to the system. There are two main technologies
used for solar power, PV systems or concentrated solar power (CSP). The
former being a direct conversion of sunlight into electricity and the latter
being used to make steam that allows a turbine to generate electricity
[55, 56, 57]. Solar panels are generally used onboard fixed-wing drones
as they require a large surface for the panels, but they can also be used to
extend the range of a rotor-type drone (used to assist the main power of
the rotor-type). Solar powered drones are quiet, have low operational
costs, low maintenance costs and an excellent carbon footprint, however,
in order for them to be efficient a large area is required for the panels,
therefore increasing the size of the drone tremendously and the panels
also require sunlight to operate.

3.5. Summary of power source shortfalls

Under each of the respective power sources mentioned above a
description was given with some of the main advantages and disadvan-
tages thereof. In this section the shortfalls of each power source will be
elaborated on in order to highlight where there is room for improvement,
this is summarized in Table 2, below.
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3.6. Comparison of main power sources

Each of the power sources in the previous section have their advan-
tages and disadvantages, these will be discussed in this section with
specific emphasis on the following aspects, specific energy, flight time,
weight, payload capability, recharge/discharge time and cost. For this
comparison the most common power sources used in drones will be
assessed. The Li-Po battery drone will be assessed for the battery varia-
tion as they tend to give the best results [64] and are the most common
battery used in drones at present.

In order to compare the sources sufficiently a reference point of the
payload capability of around 5 kg for each drone has been chosen, this
allows for a more sensible comparison between the sources. It is worthy
to be noted that the flight time of the combustion engine- and FC-
powered drone is dependent on the size of fuel tank. The above-
mentioned aspects are summarized in Table 3 below.

In order to compare the different drones a basis of reference will be
required. In this paper that basis will be the ratios of flight time to weight,
payload to flight timr, payload to weight, flight time to cost and flight
time to recharge time. These values are laid out in Table 4. For the first
ratio a value larger than 1 is preferred and the larger the better as this
indicates that the UAVs flight time is less affected by the weight thereof,
therefore, fewer losses. The second ratio prefers values smaller but closer
to 1 as this reflects a good flight time while still including a payload
capability, which is beneficial as it can have a wider field of application.
Values above 0 for the third ratio show that the UAV is capable of car-
rying a weight above its own, again increasing the field of application
thereof, the larger – the better. For the fourth ratio it is desired that the
drone have a large flight time and a smaller comparable cost as this in-
dicates good value for money, therefore a value closer or larger than one
is desired. And for the final ratio it is preferred that the flight time be
much larger than the recharge time as this indicates very good efficiency
and once again allows the UAV to be applied into many more fields, thus
a value larger than 1 is desired.

The bold formatted values indicate where the best value was obtained
for each ratio, thus from examining the results it seems that the com-
bustion drones are the best option. Batteries have the best payload to
flight time ratio while the other ratios lag far behind the other power
sources. Hydrogen FCs come in second compared to Combustion as they
have the best flight time to weight ratio and were either second or third
best for all the other ratios. This allows FCs to lean towards being the
better option for use onboard drones as FCs only fall behind when it
comes to cost. They are quite light, have a great flight time, can carry a
large payload to weight ratio and recharge very quickly, this allows them
to have many more applications than most of the other options.
Hydrogen FC powered drones are mainly limited when it comes to cost,
size of the fuel tank and acquisition of the hydrogen fuel. Table 5 sum-
marizes the content of section 3.1 of this paper.

Some of the advantages and disadvantages of each power source have
been listed as well as the possible combinations for each source. Themain
criteria to determine the efficacy of each source pertain to flight time,
peak power, size, noise, charge/discharge rate and the amount of com-
binations each source can be a part of. Each source was given a rating out
of 4, 4 being the worst and 1 being the best, just to compare the sources
Table 2. Summary of the shortfalls of each power source.

Power source Shortfall

Batteries Low recharge cycles; low energy density; low flight time in com
the environment and/or operators; limited flight time thus limi

Hydrogen FCs Larger size; limited by availability of hydrogen gas and gas tan
power management requirements [61]; hydrogen extraction pr

Combustion engine Heavier; larger size; noisy; complex maintenance;

Solar power Large surface required for solar panels; requires sunlight; much
(MPPT) algorithm is required [63].
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against each other. These values were estimated from either the literature
of each power source or from Table 3. From the table, batteries are the
best when only considering size as they lack in all other categories,
hydrogen FCs seem to be a good option as they are top 3 in all categories,
combustion engines are a good option if size and noise are not a problem
and solar panels are the largest option and have the lowest peak power.

Hydrogen FC drones function with the use of a buffer battery essen-
tially making them a hybrid system. This battery is usually a Li-Po battery
and solves, to a degree, the problem of bad peak power performance.
However, as mentioned in this paper, Li-Po batteries take long to
recharge, have a short cycle life and a low power density. Although this
increases the efficiency of the FC, it, to an extent, also decreases the
overall life time of the FC and does not offer such a large increase in the
overall power density of the system. This opens a window for further
investigation into solving the power density problem, to be discussed in
the next section.
3.7. Possible solutions to improving flight time

There are some possible solutions to improve the flight time of drones
powered by these different power sources, i.e.

1. Wireless charging techniques, which include, Gust- soaring, PV
arrays, Laser and Battery dumping
2. Electro-magnetic field (EMF) -based techniques
3. Wireless charging techniques, which include, Gust- soaring, PV
arrays, Laser and Battery dumping
4. Hybridization

The first three techniques pertain to battery powered drones or
drones containing batteries. The fourth technique can be applied to all
the mentioned power sources and will therefore be the only solution
discussed further.

3.7.1. Hybridization
Hybrid systems contain two or more types of power sources, generally

one is used to generate the other or one is preferred and the other is used
at specific times to improve efficacy. The principle behind this is that one
of the power sources has more advantages than the other in normal
conditions, whereas the other provides specialized advantages which are
beneficial at certain times during operation. This helps improve the en-
ergy and fuel efficiency of the system [69, 70, 71]. From section 3.1 it is
evident that some of the power sources have advantages over the others
and vice versa. There are disadvantages of some of the sources that can be
resolved or improved by using alternate sources. This is where the
concept of hybridization comes into consideration. By combining two or
more power sources their advantages can be combined and their disad-
vantages can be minimized. However, special attention needs to be given
to the method of hybridization.

There are generally five categories of hybrid vehicles, parallel (PH),
mild parallel (MPH), power split or series parallel (SPH), series (SH) and
plug in hybrid (PIH). PH can function using either of the sources used in
the hybrid or one individually; when both are used the use is split
equally. MPH prefers the use of one and uses the other when assistance is
parison; recharge period significantly longer than others; dangerous to
ted applications [58, 59, 60].

k size; quite expensive; lower energy efficiency compared to batteries due to complex
ocess increases refuel time [62];

heavier than others; significantly larger cost than others; maximum power point tracking



Table 3. Comparison of the different characteristics of various power sources.

Product name* Li-Po Battery Hydrogen FC Gasoline Solar

DJI Matrice 600 BMPower 1 kW Yeair! Airbus Zephyr 8

Specific energy (Wh/kg) 9.99 646 2600 435

Flight time (min) 20 250 120** 20 160

Weight (kg) 10 6.5 4.9 60

Payload (kg) 5 5 5 5

Recharge/discharge time (min) 92 Refuel time Refuel time Constant recharge via panels

Cost (USD from 2019 figures) 5699 13 410 1 550 3 000 000

* obtained from online sources on 18/05/2020 [65, 66, 67, 68].
** For comparison 1.5 L tank is chosen, which yields 5 kg payload.

Table 4. Comparison of power source ratios.

Ratios

Flight time ðminÞ
Weight ðkgÞ

Payload ðkgÞ
Flight time ðminÞ

Payload ðkgÞ
Weight ðkgÞ

Flight time ðminÞ
Cost ðUSDÞ

Flight time ðminÞ
Recharge time ðminÞ

Battery 2 0.25 0.5 0.003509 0.217391

Hydrogen FC 38.46154 0.02 0.769231 0.018643 <250

Combustion 24.4898 0.041667 1.020408 0.077419 <120

Solar 5.6 0.014881 0.083333 0.000112 <336

The bold formatted values indicate the best value obtained for each ratio.
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required. SPH can utilize both in varying ratios, i.e. 100% of both or 60%
one and 40% the other; therefore one can regulate the efficiency.
Generally SPH also only uses the one power source, either when assis-
tance is required or when the power requirements are really low in order
to decrease fuel usage. SH uses the one power source (electric power) as
its main power source and utilizes the other (petrol/diesel generator) to
recharge the main source, thus the second power source is not connected
to the main power system. PIH uses the main power source permanently
and uses grid power via a plug to recharge, thus avoiding the use of the
combustion engine for this purpose. The use of the combustion engine is
then up to the discretion of the driver, making this option the more pure
of the five [72, 73, 74, 75, 76].

The type of hybrid method used depends on many aspects including,
cost, availability, user preference and application. Some areas in the
world are far from a reliable source of energy, therefore utilizing
renewable energy sources becomes imperative, but these sources tend to
have low energy density and poor stability. To combat this, the renew-
able source is combined with something of a less renewable nature or
another renewable source [77]. Another advantage of hybrid systems can
be the reduction in one's carbon footprint. In order to meet the needs of
both energy and power, hybrid power supplies are becoming more
popular. A couple of these hybrid power supplies, solar hybrids,
Table 5. Summary of information presented regarding power sources.

Power source Advantages vs. Disadvantages

Batteries Smaller, light weight.
Cannot supply peak power demands.

Hydrogen FC No pollution, quieter, fast recharge.
Larger size, cannot supply peak power demands, operating costs subject
to hydrogen availability.

Combustion engine Robust.
Heavy, bulky, limited to fixed wing type drone.

Solar panels Quiet, low operational and maintenance costs.
Larger size due to panel space requirements, limited to fixed wing type
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gasoline-electric hybrids, plug-in hybrid electric (PHE) and hybrids
containing SCs, are explained further below.

Solar Hybrid systems include the combination of PV and CSP systems
with each other or other forms of power generation such as diesel, wind
or biogas. This hybridization allows the system tomodulate power output
depending on the demand or to reduce fluctuations caused by the solar
power [78]. Solar power-hybrid drones deliver astonishing endurances.
Tethered systems also fall under these types of drones. These are systems
that allow an unlimited flight time within the small radius. These types of
UAVs are used more for military or industrial application and are
therefore not of interest for this paper.

Gasoline-Electric Hybrids are mainly used for regenerative breaking,
dual power or less idling. As the vehicle slows down for breaking the energy
is used to recharge the batteries, depending on the driving circumstances
the power can be divided between the dual sources or the vehicle can be
shut off and restarted easier using an electricmotorwhen the vehicle comes
toa stop[79]. ForUAVapplications these types combine thequick reactions
of an electricmotor with the advantages of gasoline powered flight. Plug in
Hybrid Electric (PHE) systems use a combustion engine to supplement the
electric engine when the battery levels are too low. The electric motor is
powered mainly using PV-arrays. The main shortcoming to this hybrid
system is the necessity of the combustion engine [80].
Possible
Combinations

Flight time Peak power Size Noise Charge/
discharge rate

Hydrogen FC
Solar panel
S/HCs

4 2 1 3 4

Batteries
S/HCs

2 3 2 1 1

Solar
Electric

3 1 3 4 2

drone.
Batteries
Laser

1 4 4 2 3



Table 6. Comparison of different hybrid solutions.

Method Advantages Disadvantages

Solar hybrid Reduces fluctuations present in pure solar power, high flight time. Limited flight range and application.

Gasoline electric hybrid Quick reaction of electric motor, long endurance of combustion engine. Complex circuitry, bulky, pollution.

Plug in hybrid Relies mainly on solar thus more efficient. Pollution, bulky, complex circuitry.

FC and SC hybrid Eco-friendly, high energy and power density. Bulky, reliant on hydrogen availability, initially expensive.

Li-ion and SC hybrid High energy and power density, longer endurance. Limited by recharge rate and cycles of batteries.
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A capacitor consists of electrodes (anode and cathode) separated by
an electrolyte [81]. The variations of capacitors are differentiated
through the type of electrodes and electrolyte used. Electrostatic capac-
itors store charges through dielectric polarization, their energy density is
not very high, however the power density is, making them good for ap-
plications requiring short duration, high efficiency and high output
power. SCs can be classified into two categories, double layer capacitors
(DLC) and electrochemical capacitors (EC). The former involves a sepa-
ration of charges at the interface of the electrodes and the electrolytes;
the capacitance is proportional to the area of the electrode material. The
latter functions on the principle of fast Faraday redox reactions, therefore
relying on high reversible redox reactions occurring on the electrodes
surface or inside the electrodes to produce the specific capacitance. The
breakdown potential of the electrolyte limits the voltage of the capacitors
to a maximum of 3 V; therefore a series connection is required to increase
the working voltage, which simultaneously reduces the effective
capacitance.

The SC is based on the high working voltage of an electrolytic
capacitor and combines the electrolytic and ECs to have the best features
with a high working voltage, specific capacitance and energy density
[81]. SCs have the advantage of fast charging, large power density and a
long cycle life with the main disadvantage being their low energy den-
sity. Their advantages make them the best suited option for supple-
menting another power source requiring an increase in peak power. SCs
have the capability to deliver quick bursts of energy during peak power
demands and store energy and excess power that would otherwise be
lost. They have a much lower energy density than batteries but are great
at supplementing these power shortages [82, 83, 84, 85].

The uses of SCs on drones are still in the initial stages of imple-
mentation and as such there are very limited resources detailing the ef-
ficiency thereof. The charge and discharge of SCs occurs very quickly
compared to batteries, they have high power density, and almost un-
limited recharge cycles. On the other hand they can be large and bulky,
must be used to supplement main power supply and cannot efficiently
function as the main power source. The use of SCs on drones is usually in
the supplementation capacity, they are used as a secondary source to
supplement the primary source when peak power is required and as such
there are many different hybrid systems containing SCs.

An aluminum air FC (AAFC) can be combinedwith super capacitors to
form a power source. AAFCs have a higher energy density than most
other batteries, but have a lower power density, therefore on its own, the
AAFC is not a viable driving source of power. As mentioned above, SCs
have a high power density, fast charge and discharge, but a poor energy
density. This makes them ideal for supplementing the AAFC. There are
three stages in power supply of this system, stage 1 involves only the use
of the AAFC when there is a low power demand, stage 2 uses both AAFC
and SC for larger power demands and stage 3 is one that occurs contin-
uously, known as regenerative breaking, where the SC is charged through
the use of energy that is usually lost when the system idles [86].

The Li-ion battery has many advantages over other batteries
including, high voltage, light weight, low self-discharging and long cycle
life. The shortcoming of Li-ion batteries is that if they are used in a high
power demand application, their performance in terms of weight, cost
and lifetime degrades tremendously. By adding the SCs, the battery can
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satisfy the average power demands while the SCs satisfy the peak power
demands during acceleration or breaking [87].

3.7.2. Comparison of hybrid solutions
By comparing the different hybrid methods laid out in this section it

will be possible to determine how relevant and also how efficient they
are. This comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of each is done
in Table 6, below. According to Table 6, FC and SC hybrids have the best
advantages and have more desirable disadvantages when compared to
the other hybrid methods, Li-ion and SC hybrids come in close second as
they have the difference of the disadvantage of a limited cycle life when
compared to the FC and SC hybrid. The other hybrid methods are also
very advantageous however they have the downfall of being quite a bit
larger and more complex than the last two.

4. Conclusion

UAVs are fast becoming a ubiquitous resource for industrial and
commercial use as they offer many technological and safety advantages.
However, in order for the areas of application to expand, the power
supply system needs to be upgraded to increase its endurance. There are
many different power sources for drones, each with their own advantages
and disadvantages, some more than others, depending on the applica-
tion. Presently the most popular power sources are combustion engines,
FCs and batteries.

The aim of this paper was to review the different power sources
currently available for UAVs, to determine their shortfalls and what so-
lutions currently exist to address these shortfalls. The review has been
done to help highlight the shortcomings pertained to the specific sources.
From this the following conclusions can be made:
4.1. Power sources

� Combustion engine powered drones offer the best characteristics
across the board, their biggest downfall being their pollution aspect.

� Solar systems, although extremely eco-friendly with a preferable
flight time, are much more expensive than the other options.

� If the cost could be justified by the advantages, hydrogen fuel cells
offer a great alternative to combustion engines as they have a large
flight time, low weight and considerably quick refuel time. They are
also very eco-friendly.

� SCs have inverse advantages and disadvantages as compared to the
other power sources.
4.2. Possible solutions

� Most of the solutions increase complexity of the system.
� The top solutions are FC and SC hybrids and Li-ion and SC hybrids.
� Hybrid systems allow for the reduction of a power source's shortfalls
by combining it with another power source that has those aspects as
advantages. This allows the user or designer to decide which disad-
vantages can be tolerated.
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Combustion engines are robust but much heavier and have a limited
application due to them being mainly applied to fixed-wing types. FCs
and batteries offer a large flight time and a larger range since they are
more maneuverable but both struggle to supply peak current when
required and the supply thereof drains the source at a drastic rate.

Hybrid systems tend to offer a very good advantage over all other
systems. They can utilize more than one power source in order to acquire
the specific advantages that each power source has to offer. These sys-
tems also tend to eliminate small issues such as prolonged charging time,
short flight times, poor peak power supply, etc. The most common power
source used in hybrid systems is SCs, as they tend to have advantages that
overcome the disadvantages of the other power sources.

It was found that the flight time of drones can be improved by
implementing a hybrid system. This system however would need to be
comparable in weight and size, to an existing drone, while increasing the
efficiency in order to be an improvement on the current systems.
Hydrogen FC are effectively a hybrid system as they contain Li-Po bat-
teries, but Li-Po batteries have many disadvantages when it comes to
their use in drones, they have low energy density, short flight time,
comparably long recharge time, they can be hazardous to the environ-
ment and have a limited life span compared to the other power sources.
As SCs have a high energy density, short recharge period and almost
infinite cycle life, they seem to be the obvious replacement for the Li-Po
battery in this system but further research is required into how they affect
the efficacy of the FC system in drone applications.
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